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Fitting Instructions

YewdaleDefiant® roller blinds (R20M)

R20M Electric 24v DC:
926325W
Back bar top fix bracket
938031W
Aluminium back bar
926325W
Back bar top fix bracket

933029W
40mm Bracket cover
933039W
45mm Bracket cover

OPTIONAL

933010W
Back bar screw
933026W
Control bracket
40mm (back bar)
933036W
Control bracket
45mm (back bar)

938024 40mmBarrel
938027 45mmBarrel
980026
40mm Universal end set
980033
45mm Universal end set
980002
24v DC Motor

980013
40mm Adaptor set
980009
45mm Adaptor set

938120W
Bottom bar plastic

OPTIONAL
938311W/B/S
Tear drop bottom bar
938312W/B/S endcap

OPTIONAL
938311W/B/S Tear drop bottom bar
938312W/B/S Tear drop endcap
938313W/B/S Side guiding adapter

938170W

Bottom bar end cap
918003S
Wire
938314W
Lug
6200W
Aluminium
Channel
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918008
Side guiding bezel
918011
Wire clamp

YewdaleDefiant® fitting instructions Part no: 939

R20M Electric 24v DC:
1. The standard universal metal brackets supplied with the blind may be top,
face or side-fixed. Fix the brackets in place using the appropriate screws/
plugs.
2. Check that the blind fits correctly. The pin-end is sprung for easy fitting, but
the pin should be depressed once in place. The fabric should roll off the back
of the barrel, unless the blind was ordered reverse-roll.
3. Fix the control-end bracket using appropriate screws/plugs.
4. Locate the blind in the control-end bracket, and mark the position of the pinend bracket.
5. Remove the blind and fix the pin-end bracket using appropriate screws/
plugs.
NB. To operate correctly, the blind MUST be fixed level.
6. Insert the pin in the pin-end of blind into the bracket. Press the blind against
the bracket to depress the sprung pin, and insert the lug on the control-end
into its bracket until it drops into place.
7. Ensure the relevant child safety device is used to comply with BS
EN13120:2009+A1:2014, BS EN16433:2014 and BS EN16434:2014.
8. For programming instructions, please refer to enclosed leaflet.
NB. Large blinds are heavy and it is important that the correct fixings are used.
If unsure, seek expert advice.
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